We propose a novel real-time direct monocular visual odometry for omnidirectional cameras. Our method extends direct sparse odometry by using the unified omnidirectional model as a projection function, which can be applied to fisheye cameras with a field-of-view (FoV) well above 180 • . This formulation allows for using the full area of the input image even with strong distortion, while most existing visual odometry methods can only use a rectified and cropped part of it. Model parameters within an active keyframe window are jointly optimized, including the intrinsic/extrinsic camera parameters, three-dimensional position of points, and affine brightness parameters. Thanks to the wide FoV, image overlap between frames becomes bigger and points are more spatially distributed. Our results demonstrate that our method provides increased accuracy and robustness over state-ofthe-art visual odometry algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
V ISUAL odometry (VO) with monocular cameras has widespread applications, for instance, in autonomous driving, mobile robot navigation or virtual/augmented reality. The benefit of using only a monocular vision system is that only a single low-cost camera is needed which is simple to maintain and often available in commodity hardware. Hence, research in the field of VO with monocular cameras is actively pursued in recent years [1] - [3] .
Since VO algorithms estimate 3D structure and 6-DoF camera motion from visual information, sufficient texture needs to be present in the images so that correspondences can be observed between different frames. A major limiting factor for correspondence estimation is the field-of-view (FoV) of the camera. This becomes especially apparent in environments with sparse features such as indoor environments with textureless walls, or dynamic environments where robust tracking requires that the H. Matsuki is with the University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-8654, Japan, and also with the Technical University of Munich, München 80333, Germany (e-mail:, hidenobu-matsuki@g.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/LRA.2018.2855443 static part of the environment is sufficiently visible in the frames. Thus, wide FoV cameras are beneficial for VO. It is, however, not straightforward to make full use of the wide FoV images in standard VO pipelines. Typically, these approaches are designed for the pinhole camera model. It projects measurements of 3D points onto an image plane and causes strong distortions of the image for a FoV of more than approx. 150 degrees. To avoid the processing of distorted image regions, the images are typically cropped to a smaller part in the inner region, resulting in an effectively lower FoV.
There are two main approaches to increase the FoV of a VO system: Firstly, optimization can be performed in a window of frames in which frames share varying mutual image overlap. Examples are fixed-lag smoothing approaches such as the multistate constrained Kalman Filter (MSCKF [4] ) or Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO [5] ). For some approaches, the use of a camera projection model such as the unified omnidirectional model can be a viable option to avoid image distortions. In this letter, we propose a state-of-the-art direct visual odometry method that incorporates the unified omnidirectional model as used in [6] into a fixed-lag smoothing approach to VO.
We extend DSO to make seamless, full use of fisheye images ( Fig. 1 ) and to jointly optimize for the model parameters including camera intrinsics and extrinsics, sparse point depths and affine brightness parameters.
In experiments, we evaluate our approach on a benchmark of image sequences captured with a wide FoV fish-eye lens. We compare our approach to other state-of-the-art VO approaches such as DSO or LSD-SLAM [7] and validate that our method outperforms the previous state-of-the-art on benchmark datasets.
The paper is organized as follows: We first review the stateof-the-art in Sec. II. In Secs. III and IV, we introduce notation, the pinhole and the unified omnidirectional camera model. In Sec. V, we describe the pipeline of our omnidirectional DSO method. Our method is based on Direct Sparse Odometry [5] and integrates the unified omnidirectional camera model similar to [6] . We give a brief review of DSO and continue by detailing distance estimation along the epipolar curve with the unified omnidirectional camera model. In Sec. VI, we evaluate the performance of our method on publicly available datasets and compare it to the state-of-the-art.
II. RELATED WORK
Indirect Visual-Odometry Methods: Early works on visual odometry and visual simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) have been proposed around the year 2000 [1] , [8] , [9] and relied on matching interest points between images to estimate the motion of the camera. While visual odometry methods focus on incremental real-time tracking of the camera pose with local consistency, SLAM approaches jointly estimate a globally consistent trajectory and map. Many of these approaches were based on probabilistic filtering (e.g., [10] , [11] ). For example, MonoSLAM proposed by Davison et al. [10] is a real-time capable approach based on the Extended Kalman Filter. However, since the landmark estimates are part of the filtered state space, the method is only capable to map small work-spaces due to computational limitations. A technical breakthrough occurred in 2007 when Klein et al. proposed PTAM [12] , a keyframebased approach that performs tracking and mapping in separate threads. Similarly, many current VO/SLAM algorithms also use keyframes and apply multithreading to perform locally consistent tracking and mapping in real-time while optimizing for global consistency in a slower SLAM optimization layer. ORB-SLAM [13] is the current state-of-the-art indirect and keyframebased visual SLAM algorithm, which performs full bundle adjustment in a separate optimization layer.
Direct Visual-Odometry Methods: More recently, direct methods have gained popularity for VO and SLAM. Direct methods avoid the extraction of geometric features such as keypoints but directly estimate odometry and 3D reconstruction from pixel intensities. Since they do not compress the image content to a small set of typically hand-crafted features, direct methods can use much more information in an image such as edges or shaded surfaces. This enables more dense 3D reconstructions while indirect methods only produce sparse point reconstructions.
Direct visual odometry methods have also been proposed for RGB-D cameras, e.g., [14] . The method extracts RGB-D keyframes and tracks the camera motion towards the recent keyframe using direct image alignment based on the measured depth.
LSD-SLAM [7] has been the first direct visual SLAM approach for monocular cameras that is capable of mapping large scale environments in realtime. It tracks the camera motion, produces a semi-dense map and performs pose graph optimization to obtain a consistent global map. The semi-dense maps can be adapted to a variety of uses such as surface estimation in AR, 3D object recognition and semantic labeling [15] - [17] .
In pose graph optimization, the individual direct image alignment measurements are aggregated in a relative pose measurement between keyframes. This neglects the fine-grained correlations of the direct measurements and requires linearization and Gaussian approximations to condense the measurement. Recently, Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO) has been proposed by Engel et al. [5] . In contrast to LSD-SLAM, DSO jointly optimizes multiple model parameters such as camera intrinsics/extrinsics, affine brightness parameters and depth in realtime within a window of keyframes by using a sparse set of points in each keyframe. This approach currently defines the state-of-the-art performance among visual odometry methods in terms of trajectory accuracy.
Limitation of Monocular Visual-Odometry: Since monocular visual odometry estimates camera motion and scene reconstruction with a single camera, scale is invariably ambiguous and prone to drift. To recover metric scale, VO/SLAM methods are typically extended with additional sensors such as stereo camera, depth sensors or IMUs [14] , [18] , [19] . More recently, CNN-based depth predictions are combined with monocular visual SLAM [17] . In DSO and in our methods, due to the windowed optimization and marginalization, scale drift is comparably smaller than in tracking-based VO such as the VO front-end in LSD-SLAM.
Visual-Odometry Methods With Omnidirectional Camera Models: To benefit from a larger FoV, VO and SLAM methods have also been extended for wide-FoV cameras [20] - [23] . In particular, Omnidirectional LSD-SLAM [6] has been the first direct visual SLAM approach for fisheye cameras which runs in real-time. By incorporating the unified omnidirectional camera model, it works even for cameras with a FoV of more than 180 degree. In our approach, we also use the unified omnidirectional camera model, but optimize for a multitude of parameters such as camera intrinsics/extrinsics, affine brightness parameters and depth within a window of frames in DSO. We demonstrate how the combination of an optimization window with the extended FoV improves performance over direct baseline methods such as DSO and LSD-SLAM. Zhang et al. [24] developed Semi Direct Visual Odometry (SVO) [2] for fisheye cameras and compared the performance with different FoV under the same image resolution. According to their paper, the optimal FoV also depends on the environment so that a wider FoV does not always improve results. In indoor environments, however, they found that the wider FoV tends to increase performance.
Contribution: In this letter we present an omnidirectional extension of Direct Sparse Odometry. This is the first fisheyebased direct visual odometry which runs in real time and jointly optimizes multiple model parameters -camera pose, depth of points, camera intrinsics and affine brightness parameters. 
III. NOTATION
We basically follow the notation in [6] : We denote scalars u with light lower-case letters, while light upper-case letters represent functions I. For matrices and vectors, we use bold capital letters R and bold lower-case letters x, respectively. With u = [u, v] T ∈ Ω ⊂ R 2 we will generally denote pixel coordinates, where Ω denotes the image domain. Point coordinates in 3D are denoted as x = [x, y, z] T ⊂ R 3 . The operator [ ] i extracts the i-th row of a matrix or vector. We represent camera poses by matrices of the special Euclidean group T i ⊂ SE (3) . They transform a 3D coordinate from the camera coordinate system to the world coordinate system. In general, a camera projection function is a mapping π : R 3 → Ω. Its inverse π −1 : Ω × R + → R 3 unprojects image coordinates using their inverse distance d ∈ R + . Camera frames are centered at C and the optical axis is along the z-axis pointing forward in positive direction. For optimization, we represent a 3D point by its image coordinate p and inverse distance d p in its host keyframe in which it is estimated.
IV. CAMERA MODELS
In the following, we describe the two camera models used in this letter; the pinhole model and the unified omnidirectional model.
A. Pinhole Model
The pinhole camera model is the most popular camera model in literature. Each 3D point is projected onto a normalized image plane located at z = 1 and then linearly transformed into pixel coordinates. This is mathematically formulated as
where f x , f y are the focal lengths, and c x , c y is the principal point. The projection model is illustrated in Fig. 2 . This is the most simple model because the projection function is linear in homogeneous coordinates. However, this does not consider the nonlinear image projection of fisheye images and is not suitable for wide FoV cameras. Radial and tangential distortion functions can be applied to remove small non-linear distortions, however, the pinhole projection assumes that the measured 3D points are beyond the image plane, i.e., their depth is larger than the focal length. This limits the field-of-view below 180 degree.
B. Unified Omnidirectional Model
We use the unified omnidirectional camera model which has been originally proposed in [25] for a wide FoV fish-eye camera. The major advantages of this model are; (1) it can accurately model the geometric image formation for a wide range of imaging devices and lenses, (2) the unprojection function π −1 can be expressed in closed-form.
A 3D point in Euclidean camera coordinates is first projected onto a camera-centered unit sphere (see Fig. 3 ). Then the point is projected to an image plane as in the pinhole model through a center with an offset −ξ along the z axis. The model has five parameters, focal length f x , f y , camera centers c x , c y and the distance between camera center and unit sphere center ξ.
The projection of a point is computed as
where ||x|| denotes the Euclidean norm of x. The unprojection function for this model is
where
Note that for ξ = 0 the model reduces to the pinhole model. We combine the unified omnidirectional model with a small radialtangential distortion model to correct for lens imperfections. The model is used to undistort the raw images before applying the unified omnidirectional model.
V. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. Model Formulation
DSO jointly optimizes camera poses, point depths and affine brightness parameters in a window of recent frames. As a direct method it optimizes for photometric consistency. DSO also takes the photometric calibration of the image formation process into account.
The energy function which represents the photometric error between two frames is formulated as
where we measure the photometric error of a point p ⊂ Ω i in reference frame I i with respect to a target frame I j through the weighted sum of squared differences (SSD) over a small pixel neighborhood N p . w p is a gradient dependent weighting. t i , t j are the exposure times of the images I i , I j ; a and b are affine brightness correction factors; and || · || γ denotes the Huber norm. p is the reprojected point position of p with inverse distance d p . p is given by
with
The photometric error terms of the active window of frames are
where F is the set of frames in the active window, P i are the points in frame i, and obs(p) is the set of frames which observe the point p. For tracking, this error function is minimized with respect to the relative camera pose T ij between T i and T j . For window optimization, the function is optimized for all variables (T i , T j , d, c, a i , a j , b i , b j ), where c are camera intrinsic parameters. Different to [5] , we parametrize points with the inverse distance d = |x| −1 instead of inverse depth. This allows us to model points behind the camera as well (s. Fig. 4 for an overview).
B. Distance Estimation Along the Epipolar Curve
Once a frame is successfully tracked, we perform stereo matching to refine the inverse distance of candidate points. When a candidate point gets included into the photometric bundle adjustment, this estimated distance serves as an initialization. DSO searches for corresponding points along the epipolar line similar to [3] . However, when performing stereo matching on fisheye images using the unified omnidirectional model, rays through camera center and pixels project no longer to epipolar lines but curves (more precisely they are conics [25] ).
We now describe the mathematical formulation of the epipolar curve. Similar as in [6] , we define two points p 0 , p ∞ ∈ R 3 which lie on the unit sphere around a projective center C ref 
Here, the function π s projects the 3D points onto the unit sphere. π −1 u is the unprojection function of the unified model, and p is the pixel in the keyframe we are trying to match. We then express the linear interpolation of these points with α ∈ [0, 1] as
We find the epipolar curve by projecting this line to the target image,
We then search correspondences along the epipolar curve by starting at u L (0) and incrementing α. The increment in α for 1 pixel in the image is determined by first-order Taylor approximation of u L as
This value needs to be re-calculated for each increment while for the pinhole camera model a constant step size can be used for epipolar line search. However, in DSO and LSD-SLAM, a distance prior is available from previous frame estimates or through initialization. Hence, the search interval is typically small and real-time computation is facilitated.
C. Frame Management
DSO maintains a constant number of N f active keyframes in the optimization window (e.g., N f = 7). It keeps track of the camera motion in every new frame by tracking it towards the latest keyframe and its sparse distance map (step 1). If the changes in the observed scene are too large towards the latest keyframe, a keyframe is created from the new frame (step 2). Afterwards, we marginalize one or more frames to keep the number of keyframes constrained (step 3).
1) Initial Frame Tracking: For tracking, conventional direct image alignment is performed in a 5 level image pyramid. The scene and brightness change is continuously estimated and if the change is bigger than a certain threshold value, the frame is selected as a new keyframe.
2) Keyframe Creation: When a keyframe is created, candidate points are selected considering space distribution and image gradient.
We initialize the inverse distance estimate of these candidate points with a large variance that corresponds to a range from zero to infinity. After each subsequent new frame has been tracked towards this new key frame, the inverse distance estimates are refined using observations in the new frame which we obtain through the epipolar search (Sec. V-B).
3) Keyframe Marginalization: When the number of active keyframes grows above N f , old points and frames are removed from the active window considering the number of visible points and frame distribution.
Let us denote the active keyframes with I 1 , . . . , I n , while I 1 is the newest and I n the oldest keyframe. Our marginalization strategy follows [5] : a. We never marginalize the latest two keyframes (I 1 , I 2 ). b. We marginalize a frames if the percentage of its points that are visible in I 1 drops below 5%. c. If the number of active keyframes grows above N f , we marginalize one keyframe based on a heuristic distance score [5] . The score favors active keyframes that are spatially distributed close to the latest keyframe. Finally, candidate points are activated and added to the optimization.
D. Windowed Optimization
Our windowed optimization and marginalization policy follows [5] . As we formulated in (8) , joint optimization is done for all activated points over all active keyframes. Nonlinear optimization for the photometric error function is performed using the Gauss-Newton algorithm [5] . All the variables including camera pose, inverse distance of active points, camera intrinsic parameters, and affine brightness parameters are jointly optimized. After the minimization of the photometric error, we marginalize old keyframes and points using the Schur complement ( [5] , [19] ) if the number of active keyframes in the optimization window grows beyond N f . We keep the optimization problem sparse by first marginalizing those points that are unobserved in the two latest keyframes. We also marginalize the points which are hosted in the keyframe which will be marginalized. Afterwards, the keyframe is marginalized and removed from the optimization window.
VI. EVALUATION
We provide an experimental evaluation of our method both in terms of accuracy and robustness. We perform a quantitative comparison against the state of the art visual odometry methods on public benchmark datasets. We also qualitatively assess the benefit of a wider FoV. We used two public datasets for evaluation: TUM SLAM for Omnidirectional Cameras dataset first employed in [6] as a small-scale indoor benchmark and Oxford RobotCar dataset [26] as a large-scale outdoor benchmark.
A. TUM SLAM for Omnidirectional Cameras Dataset
The TUM omnidirectional dataset provides wide FoV fisheye images of indoor scenes. It also includes ground truth trajectory data recorded with a motion capture system and calibrated unified omnidirectional model camera parameters. The dataset consists of 5 indoor sequences with rapid and handheld motion. The camera is global shutter with a 185 • FoV fisheye lens and recorded images of resolution 1280 × 1024. We cropped and scaled the images to a 480 × 480 resolution centered around the principal point. With this dataset, we compared 5 direct visual odometry algorithms; normal DSO [5] , omnidirectional DSO (our method), normal LSD-SLAM [7] (without loop-closing), omnidirectional LSD-SLAM [6] (without loop-closing), and semi-direct visual odometry (SVO [2] ). Note that we turned off loop-closing of LSD-SLAM to evaluate the performance of its underlying visual odometry in terms of the overall drift per sequence.
1) Accuracy Comparison: Following the evaluation methodology in [6] we measured the translational root mean square error (RMSE) between the estimated and the groundtruth camera translation for each evaluated sequence. The estimated camera position is calculated for all keyframes, and Sim (3) alignment with the ground-truth trajectory data is performed. Since the multi-threaded execution of DSO introduces non-deterministic behavior, we ran the algorithm 5 times for each sequence per method, then took the median RMSE. The results are shown in Table I . Some representative visual results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Table II shows the length of the trajectory estimated by OmniDSO.
We make two observations from Table I : First, DSO is more robust and accurate than SVO and LSD-SLAM without loop closure. Since the dataset scene contains a lot of small loops, this contributes to SLAM performance. However, as a pure visual odometry, DSO shows much better performance. This means sparse joint bundle adjustment and windowed optimization increases the performance of direct visual odometry. Second, the use of the unified omnidirectional camera model further improves the performance both for DSO and LSD-SLAM. Although for some sequences a clear performance improvement cannot be observed, considering the average result over all sequences, fisheye visual odometry demonstrates a clear advantage over using the pinhole camera model (approx. 0.157 m improvement of OmniDSO over DSO). Our OmniDSO incorporates both of these benefits and outperforms other existing visual odometry methods. From Tables I and II , we can clearly see the performance difference in T5, which has the longest trajectory among sequences.
2) Benefit of Large Field of View: One of the major advantages of using wide FoV is that the image is more likely to contain strong gradient pixels which are beneficial for visual odometry. Fig. 8 shows active points in a keyframe for the textureless scene in the T5 sequence for DSO with the pinhole and the unified omnidirectional camera model. Note that DSO uses points with strong image gradient. When comparing the two Fig. 8 . Active points for optimization in a textureless scene (left: DSO, right: OmniDSO). With a wider field of view, it is less likely that the observed scene exhibits a degeneracy in any spatial direction. The left image exhibits an intensity constancy along the diagonal and hence motion estimation in that direction is not constrained. Fig. 9 . Active keyframes in optimization window after camera rotation (left: DSO, right: OmniDSO). In our method, keyframes are not marginalized even after big camera rotation. camera models, it is apparent that the omnidirectional camera model can track on a larger spatial distribution of points with a larger variety of gradient directions, while the pinhole camera model only observes a smaller inner part of the images.
Another benefit of using the omnidirectional model is the bigger image overlap between frames. Figs. 9 and 10 show the estimated trajectory and constraints between active keyframes in the current optimization window in the same scene for DSO and OmniDSO. As we described in V-C, a keyframe is marginalized from the window when the number of visible points from the current frame falls below 5%. Due to the increased image overlap, the omnidirectional camera model allows for maintaining Table III shows the result of reducing keyframes and  Table IV shows the performance difference. With Kf5-Kf7 we denote the difference in RMSE between N f = 5 and N f = 7.
The smaller the number the more robust the approach is to keyframe number reduction. Table IV shows that the performance declines as the keyframe number decreases for both methods. However, as shown in Table IV , the decrease of our method (Omni DSO) is smaller than that of normal DSO. This demonstrates that the bigger visual overlap due to the use of the omnidirectional model contributes to maintaining performance even if less keyframes are used.
3) Timing Measurement: Table V shows the measured average time over the dataset (5 runs per sequence) in milliseconds taken for tracking and mapping (windowed optimization) steps. To measure these times, images have been processed at resolution 480 × 480. We used a computer with Intel Core i7-7820HK CPU at 2.90 GHz with 4 cores. These results demonstrate the realtime capability of our method since each frame can be tracked at at least 100 Hz and mapped at more than 15 Hz. These results also show that the mapping process is sped up by reducing the number of keyframes. Even with less number of keyframes (N f = 5), Table III displays that our method still outperforms normal DSO in average with N f = 7 keyframes.
B. Oxford Robotcar Dataset
We also evaluated our algorithm on the Oxford Robotcar dataset in a large-scale outdoor scenario. The dataset contains more than 100 repetitions of a consistent route at different times under different weather, illumination and traffic conditions. The images are collected from 6 cameras mounted on the vehicle, along with LIDAR, GPS and INS ground truth. As an evaluation benchmark, we used videos taken by a rear-mounted global shutter camera with a 180 • FoV fisheye lens. The raw image resolution is 1024 × 1024 and we cropped and scaled it to a 600 × 600 resolution. We obtained camera intrinsic parameters using the Kalibr calibration toolbox [27] with the original checkerboard sequence. The dataset has 3 types of routes (Full, Alternate and Partial). Full route covers the whole original route and consists of 5 sequences. Alternate route covers a different area and Partial route is a part of Full route. From this dataset, we selected sequences with overcast weather and less moving objects such as vehicles and pedestrians. Full 1 is chosen from 2015/02/10, Full 2, 3, 5 are from 2014/12/09 and Full 4 is from 2015/03/17. Alternate is from 2014/06/26 and Partial is from 2014/12/05. In the same way as for the indoor dataset, we measured the translational RMSE between the generated trajectory and the ground-truth data. We compared OmniDSO with DSO and monocular ORB-SLAM, the latter two using the pinhole camera model. We used the ORB-SLAM2 implementation (https://github.com/raulmur/ORB_SLAM2). Because the selected sequences do not contain loops, we can fairly compare VO and SLAM without turning off the loop closure of SLAM. We similarly ran the algorithm 5 times for each sequence per method and took the median. The results and the trajectory length are shown in Table VI . From the table, we observe that our method outperforms the other methods for all sequences. The performance difference tends to be more clear as the trajectory becomes longer. Visual results are shown in Fig. 11 .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we introduced real-time Direct Sparse Odometry for omnidirectional cameras. We first incorporate the unified omnidirectional camera model into DSO. Depth estimation is performed by efficiently searching along the epipolar curve incrementally. Camera pose, point depth and affine brightness parameters are jointly optimized to minimize photometric error within an active keyframe window. Then, we quantitatively evaluated the performance on 2 public benchmark datasets and demonstrated that our omnidirectional DSO yields better performance than other methods on the benchmark. We also qualitatively discussed the benefits of using a large field of view and quantitatively assessed the increase in robustness over using a pinhole camera model when reducing the number of keyframes in the DSO optimization window. Our omnidirectional DSO can make use of wide FoV fisheye camera images. Our combination of using a unified omnidirectional camera model and sparse windowed bundle-adjustment can outperform existing visual odometry methods. In future work, our method could be improved by adding global optimization and loop closure.
